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Abstract

In this paper, we outline our first steps toward finding
methods to automate the task of planning trajectories
given the complicated deposition patterns generated by
rotating bell atomizers. Section 2 covers relevant prior
work for this research. In Section 3, we develop analytic
models of the deposition pattern and variation generated
by high speed rotating bell atomizers. We discuss experimental tests and methods used to parameterize and validate the analytic models in Section 4. Finally, in Section
5 we draw conclusions from the results and discuss the
future direction of our work.

As part of an ongoing collaborative effort with the Ford
Motor Company, our research aims to develop practical and efficient trajectory planning tools for automotive
painting. This paper documents our efforts to develop
analytic deposition models for electrostatic rotating bell
(ESRB) atomizers, which have recently become widely
used in the automotive painting industry. Conventional
deposition models, used in earlier automatic trajectory
planning tools, fail to capture the complexity of deposition patterns generated by ESRB atomizers. The models
presented here take into account both the surface curvature and the deposition pattern of ESRB atomizers, enabling planning tools to optimize trajectories to meet several measures of quality, such as coating uniformity. In
addition to the development of our models, we present experimental results used to evaluate our models, and verify
the interaction between the deposition pattern, trajectory,
and surface curvature.

2 Prior Work
The work that we present in this paper is an outgrowth of
our prior work in the area of coverage planning [2]. The
earlier work developed plans for guaranteeing complete
coverage of an unknown area, and was later lifted to surfaces embedded in 
[3]. While this prior work guaranteed complete coverage, it did not necessarily yield
uniform coverage. Our work now focuses on the task
of planning trajectories in a way that guarantees complete coverage, while at the same time minimizing coating variation.

1 Introduction
Industrial robots are widely used for automotive paint application. The repeatability of the surface finish, along
with the removal of humans from a hazardous environment, are major benefits of robotic application. While applying paint is purely robotic, generating trajectories for
the robots is largely a human endeavor based on the experience of skilled technicians. In the automotive industry, uniformity of the final coating thickness is an important measure of quality. Excessive variation is visible to
the human eye, and leads to customer rejection [1]. Trajectories that are planned for painting robots must yield
paint deposition that is both complete in its coverage,
and sufficiently uniform so that the variation in thickness is not noticeable, and does not degrade the coating performance. Since the final trajectories cannot be
generated until the body design is finalized, the development of good painting plans represents a bottleneck in the
concept-to-customer time line. Any progress in automating this task ultimately decreases the total time required
to bring a new concept to the customer.


There have been several attempts to develop trajectory
planners for painting robots, but none have been widely
adopted for industrial use. An early attempt, the Automatic Trajectory Planning System (ATPS), was limited
by its use of a simplified deposition model [4]. Other
researchers have proposed systems for generating trajectory plans based on CAD data, but they all require user
decisions regarding the effect of surface shape on trajectory parameters [5, 6]. Several researchers have proposed
high level frameworks for solving the trajectory planning
problem, but do not include realistic models of the deposition pattern and its interaction with surface curvature [7, 8].
Research on more sophisticated deposition patterns has
assumed the use of aerosol atomizers, which generate deposition patterns that are not compatible with the patterns
generated by ESRB atomizers. Arikan and Balkan developed a paint deposition simulation where the paint deposition model used a beta distribution [9]. Their work
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considered the effect of the paint deposition pattern on
the optimal distance between consecutive passes of the
paint atomizer, along with a preliminary attempt at considering surface effects on the deposition. Hertling et al.
proposed more realistic deposition models for use in their
trajectory planning system, but specifically limited their
work to aerosol sprays citing the inherent complexity of
electrostatic deposition patterns [10].
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Automotive coating processes are moving increasingly
towards the use of ESRB atomizers in order to increase
transfer efficiencies [11, 12, 13]. Researchers developing models of the deposition of paint by ESRB atomizers have generally focused on electrostatic effects, and
the interaction between the electric fields and the charged
paint droplets. Early work in modeling the electrical effects of these ESRB systems was performed by Elmoursi
[12], and later expanded by Ellwood and Braslaw to include coupling between the droplet flow and the electrical
field [11].
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Figure 1: Electrostatic rotating bell atomizer with paint
particle trajectory and shaping air flow lines shown.
paint thickness profile, which we refer to as the 1D collapse, is equivalent to that obtained by integrating the deposition model along the direction of travel [14]. Figure 2
shows the relationship between the 2D deposition pattern
and the resulting 1D collapse generated by the motion of
the atomizer.

3 Deposition Modeling

3.1 Deposition Flux Model

The deposition model developed in this paper has two
primary purposes: i) to capture the structure of the deposition pattern for use by planning tools, and ii) to support simulations that accurately predict the results of specific atomizer trajectories. These two purposes lead to
contradictory criteria for evaluating the model. First, the
model must be accurate enough to capture the structure
of the deposition and accurately predict the deposition on
a variety of surface shapes. However, the model must be
tractable from the perspective of the simulation and planning tools.

We seek a deposition model that assigns the rate of paint
deposition or deposition flux at a given point on an arbitrary surface, given a specific location and orientation
of the atomizer [10]. The model we developed, denoted
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being painted and
is the location
and orienta-
as the 2D
tion of the bell atomizer. We refer to
deposition model, or simply the deposition model.
Parameterizing the deposition model for arbitrary surfaces is difficult at best. Since experimental data for planar surfaces is readily available, we developed an analytic
model for the deposition flux on a planar surface. We parameterize this model based on experimental data, and
then use the parameterized planar model to predict paint
deposition flux on the surface being painted. We refer
to the analytic model for the planar surface as the planar
deposition model. The planar surface, oriented normal to

In an ESRB atomizer, paint fluid is forced onto the inner
surface of a high speed rotating bell [11, 12]. The bell
is maintained at a high voltage of 40-90 kV relative to
the grounded surface being painted. Most modern systems use negative polarity at the atomizer [1]. The paint
flow breaks up at the edge of the bell, forming a cloud
of droplets, as it is expelled radially due to centrifugal
force imparted to the paint by the rotating bell. Each
paint droplet is electrically charged due to the charge on
the bell. High velocity shaping air and a charged pattern
control ring are used to force the charged droplets towards
the grounded surface being painted. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of a typical atomizer configuration.
As the atomizer passes over the surface, the majority of
the paint emitted by the atomizer is deposited on the surface, although some paint is inevitably entrained in the
shaping air and lost. For the ESRB atomizers studied in
this paper, the overall shape of the deposition pattern is
roughly circular when the bell is oriented normal to a flat
panel and the atomizer is stationary; we refer to this as the
2D deposition pattern. As the bell moves relative to the
surface, the 2D deposition pattern moves over the surface
and paint is accumulated on the surface. The resulting

Figure 2: Painting a flat panel, with detail of the 1D collapse (l) and the and the 2D Deposition pattern (r).
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the atomizer and located a fixed distance from the atomizer emission point, is referred to as the deposition model
plane and is shown in Figure 3.
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deposition model that we developed uses two Gaussians:
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will derive the required relationship using the differential
geometry concept of area magnification [15].
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the total paint volume. The projection model, shown in
Figure 3, is developed by assuming a point source, called
the emission point, constrained to lie along the bell to
surface vector,   . Note, this emission point, denoted 
(for origin) in Figure 3, is a theoretical emission point,
not necessarily coincident with the bell atomizer center
point. The emission point is located relative to the atomizer path location. The deposition model plane is defined
to be a distance  from the emission point along the bell
to surface unit
vector,   . A vector from the emission point

to a point on the surface
passes through the deposition
/
model plane
at
point
.
It
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assumed that the planar de/1B2
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.
position .
,
as
defined
in (1), is known for
0465\

a given point
on the deposition model plane de
fined in Figure 3. Furthermore, we assume that the x-y
frame of the planar deposition model is aligned with the
x-y plane of the atomizer reference frame.
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Figure 3: Projection of deposition model onto arbitrary
surface. Although the vectors are in reality three dimensional, this simple figure conveys the basic results.
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We extend the planar deposition model to arbitrary surfaces, located at varying offset distances and orientations, by projecting the deposition flux from the deposition model plane onto the surface in a way that preserves
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notation refers to the standard inner product.
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In order to control the amount of variation in the coating
thickness, the trajectory planner must know the relationship between the deposition pattern of the atomizer and
the deposition on the surface being painted. For painting specialists, this knowledge is intuitive and based on
years of experience. To automate the process of generating these trajectories, we need a computable understanding of the relationship between deposition patterns and
thickness variation.
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is the index distance, and 
is the 1D colwhere
lapse model for the given speed and orientation relative
to the direction of travel.
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Looking at the thickness measurements as we vary , the
thickness profile is periodic with a period
equal to the
¦
index distance. The normalized variation over one index,
with respect to the average thickness
, is given by
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The integral is tractable
and leads to terms involving the
P®
error function,
. We are able to evaluate the structural effects of a given model on variation as we vary the
index distances using (5). A typical normalized deviation
( | ¯ ) versus index distance curve is shown in Figure 5.
The full development of these variation calculations for
planar surfaces, along with the extension to cylindrical
surfaces, can be found in [14].
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Unfortunately, the complexity of the analytic model renders the calculation of an analytic integral intractable.
Instead, we directly define the 1D collapse model using
three separate Gaussians. Two Gaussians are offset from
the centerline to allow asymmetries in the deposition pattern to be modeled, while the third Gaussian is centered.
The complete 1D collapse model
is given by
dfe(g=
w <

0

500
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Typically, the deposition pattern is narrow compared to
the width of the surface being painted, and requires multiple passes to completely cover the surface as shown in
Figure 4. In order to develop plans in a systematic manner, it is desired to know the thickness variation for various indexes. Initially, we will restrict ourselves to a flat
panel. We assume that the robot is moving in a straight
line, and that the path is sufficiently long so that effects
due to turning are negligible.2

Y
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To determine the variation as a function of the index distance between consecutive paint passes, we will assume
an infinite plane painted by an infinite number of passes
with the atomizer at a consistent orientation relative to
the plane4 and moving at a constant speed. For a given
location on the interior of the plane, along a line perpendicular to the direction of travel, the total thickness is
¦
given by

3.2 Thickness Variation Model

<

0.2

;

detailed derivation of this result.

<

0.3

dard deviations, and ¥ represents the gains specifying
the paint thickness for each Gaussian. Figure 5 shows the
component Gaussians and the composite film build for a
particular parameterization of (3).

Figure 4: Painting a flat panel with 3 passes.
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Figure 5: (l) Asymmetric 1D collapse model with component Gaussians shown. (r) Deviation vs. index distance
for typical 1D collapse model on a flat surface.
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4 Results

(3)

To validate the developed models, a series of tests were
conducted in an industrial paint shop, using an ABB S3
robot with an ABB 50 mm Micro-Micro Bell atomizer
attached. The applied paint was a solvent based automotive paint. The operating conditions of the application

where {n¥ represents the offset radii, |G¥ represents the stan2 The question, ‘What is sufficiently long?’, is answered relative to
the diameter of the deposition pattern.
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Figure 7: Deposition simulations at (l) 525 mm index and
(r) 625 mm index both using model obtained by 577 mm
index test. In both cases, the simulation captures the variation due to the structure
of> the deposition pattern. (stan>
dard deviation =  µ and  ¶· microns respectively)
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Figure 6: Deposition simulation using triangulated surface elements at 577 mm index. The simulation captures
the inherent structure > of > the actual deposition pattern.
(standard deviation =   microns)

Z

tries and the structural variation dependence on index distance.

process were 80-90 kV electrostatic voltage (negative polarity), 150 cc/min fluid flow, 250 l/min shaping air flow,
and a bell speed of 30 kRPM.

4.3 Surface Deposition Results
The next step in the process was to verify the projection
of the planar deposition model from flat panels at constant offset to arbitrary surfaces. To test the deposition on
curved surfaces, we used truck doors. Figure 8 shows a
CAD model of the truck door used, with a representative
path shown. The door has a line of convex curvature near
the middle, with a pronounced concave curvature on the
bottom third of the door. A series of tests were conducted
using both horizontal and vertical passes over the door.
For the horizontal passes, film build measurements were
taken in four vertical columns of data spread across the
door, numbered top to bottom. For the vertical passes,
the measurements were taken from six rows spread vertically over the door spaning left to right across the door.
Figure 8 shows typical results for the first horizontal test,
along with the simulated deposition for each individual
pass.

4.1 Deposition Model Parameterization
In order to parameterize the 1D collapse and 2D deposition models, experimental data was gathered from flat
panels painted by three passes. We chose to parameterize our models using a 577 mm index distance for this
three pass test. Given the 577 mm index data, we used
numeric optimization to determine the parameters of the
1D collapse. The maximum of the two offset radii and
maximum standard deviation from the 1D collapse model
were then used to initialize the 2D deposition model parameters.
Given a parameterization of the 2D deposition model, we
calculated the 1D collapse thickness values for the parameterized 2D model using numeric integration. The
1D collapse values were then compared to the experimental data. We again used numeric optimization to find the
2D deposition model parameter set that minimized the
sum squared error between the experimental data and the
numerically integrated 1D collapse. The parameterized
models were shown previously in Figures 2 and 5. Figure 6 shows the resulting profile (1D collapse) obtained
from a simulation using the 2D deposition model against
the data to which it was fit. The simulation results were
obtained through numeric evaluation of our deposition
models, and give a good match to the experimental data.

Near the top of the door, in the relatively flat portion,
the simulation gives somewhat reasonable results. However, the simulation fails to accurately predict paint thick-
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4.2 Planar Deposition Results
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The parameterized model, fit from the 577 mm index
three pass test, was used to predict deposition for other
indices. Tests for both 525 and 625 mm indices were
conducted with the results shown in Figure 7. The model
gives a good prediction of both average film build and
the structure of the variation for these flat panel tests.
Most importantly, the model captured both the asymme-
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Figure 8: (l) Door with horizontal paint path shown. The
robot paints left to right starting at the left of pass #1,
then travels right to left along pass #2, finishing by going
left to right along pass #3. (r) Horizontal painting motion
on door showing deposition of each pass.
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ness in the highly curved section near the bottom of the
door. Clearly the pass along the lower portion of the
door deposits more paint than the simulation predicts. It
is theorized that when the surface curves away from the
bell, electrostatic effects dominate invalidating the geometric projection model developed in Section 3.1. Similar tests, with comparable results, were conducted for vertical painting motions. The reader is referred to [14] for
a complete discussion of the results.

[2] Ercan U. Acar, Howie Choset, Alfred A. Rizzi, Prasad N.
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Sensor-based Coverage Tasks. The International Journal
of Robotics Research, accepted for publication 2001.
[3] Prasad N. Atkar, Howie Choset, Alfred A. Rizzi, and Ercan U. Acar. Exact Cellular Decomposition of Closed Orientable Surfaces Embedded in ¸ ¹º . In IEEE Int’l. Conf. on
Robotics and Automation, Seoul, Korea, May 2001.
[4] Suk-Hwan Suh, In-Kee Woo, and Sung-Kee Noh. Development of An Automated Trajectory Planning System (ATPS)
for Spray Painting Robots. In IEEE Int’l. Conf. on Robotics
and Automation, Sacremento, California, USA, April 1991.

5 Conclusions
The results of our experimental studies confirm both the
structure of our planar deposition model and the dependence of the thickness variation on that structure. The
models we developed accurately predict deposition on
planar surfaces, where the atomizer is oriented normal to
the surface. Additionally, our analytic 1D collapse model
effectively predicts the dependence of the thickness variation on the index distance between passes. Furthermore,
the experimental results from deposition on the curved
surface of the door confirms the interaction of the surface curvature with the planar deposition pattern, and the
resulting change in the deposition pattern on the surface.
Despite the shortcomings of our 2D deposition model,
which result from the simplified geometric projection developed in Section 3.1, the model sufficiently captures the
structural aspects of the deposition pattern while maintaining an analytic form. By using an analytic model, we
are able to develop our understanding of the interaction
between the surface, the deposition pattern, and the atomizer path. This enables our exploration of path planning
techniques to influence overall quality measures such as
thickness variation, cycle time, and efficiency. Since the
main focus of our research is on path planning, we will
continue to use these analytic models during the development phase of our planning tools. Because our planning
tools rely only on the structure of the deposition on the
surface, and not on the underlying details of the model
used to determine that structure, the need for more expensive models or experimental data is delayed until the
implementation stage.
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